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Id like to put in an objection to planning consent to a tunnel going under stone
henge being that it is the most spiritual and historically one of most permanent
religious structure in britain and the world and the because it represents mans
connection to the earth hollowing out a tunnel beneath it will not only
undermine the stones themselves but will also a blasphemous statement to all
druids and other people who have strong connections with the earth mother
and the magic she represents to them and of course our ancestors will be
slighted as well.
Its therefore worth considering that their may be in all probability ancient
magic attached to the site and that anyone who interferes with it directly or
indirectly to damage it with or without knowing may be cursed.
As some one who’s clan has been on the receiving end of a curse who’s
ancestors were revers on the borders of Scotland for hundreds of years i can
tell you shouldn’t take this lightly
i also see that test holes have proved that their will be movement of the stones
that could damage them irreparably spiritually and strictly that a tunnel under
it is the worst idea that the planning authority can come up with especially as
traffic will in all probability get worse in future therefore undermining its
holiness to every one.
This kind of thing would never be allowed to another religious structure and
really this shows us what bad times we live in were money seems to be the
foremost thing on peoples minds. if you are a christian please bare in mind
jesus said money is the root of all kinds of evil.
You may also want to consider karma as our connection to earth mother
diminishes so will you own houses be undermined without the people there
who respect and honour our planet.
Id like to add an additional statement as an anarchist as well that i will not
respect such a decision to undermine it by those in authority who have no
empathy towards their slaves and will fight them if nessary
Yours sincerely

Jonathan eldude.
Id like to add these complaints. 1 it will damage our history as people will get less and less
of a sense of the history of the site and its surroundings with possible carparks being built
in the future, desicratioin of the burial mounds. more dirt from traffic poluting the stones
and causing acid erosion. the tunnel will damage the geology as has been proven. people
are less likely to visit or even be aware that such a significant place exists with a tunnel.
future events may not be able to take place because of the new road interfering with
ceremonial gathering leading up to the site as in ancient times when the druids walked for
m the river to stone henge to pay their respects.
The visual impact on the area with its flatness and unobscured site of the raising and
setting sun will be diminished.
The noise and vibration from increased traffic will impinge on ceronmonys and will take
away the awe people once had in the place which will possibly mean its demise one day.
the henge was a gift to the people. authority’s how ever high have no right to take that
away from people.
Yours sincerely
Jon Eldude

